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Abstract
Carbon-based two-dimensional (2D) materials, with graphene being the most prominent example, are some of the strongest
materials existing today due to their covalent bonding but at the same time also the most fragile, with fracture toughness
close to that of an ideally brittle solid, due to their intrinsic lack of effective dissipation mechanisms. Here, by investigating
fracture mechanisms in monolayer amorphous carbon (MAC), we reveal a novel strategy to toughen 2D materials through
lattice disorder. It is shown that lattice disorder results in nanoscale ripples which can alleviate stress concentration in the
vicinity of crack-tips and render MAC �aw tolerant. Consequently, MAC outperforms graphene in resisting brittle fracture and
endures larger strain to failure in the presence of a preexisting crack. Our work sheds light on the mechanisms of crack
propagation in MAC and also provides a mechanistic basis for designing tough 2D materials through lattice disorder.

Introduction
Toughness, a measure of materials’ resistance to fracture, depends on energy dissipation mechanisms in the vicinity of crack
tips. The lack of mobile defects in two-dimensional (2D) graphene gives rise to its unprecedented high strength1,2 at a cost of
low resistance to crack propagation3,4. Its fracture toughness falls to a value close to that of an ideally brittle solid5,6. To
increase the fracture toughness of brittle materials as strong as graphene while retaining its 2D nature, there are not many
methods at our disposal. Theoretically, several promising approaches, including designing graphene structures with controlled
distributions of topological defects7–9, modifying the grain size10,11 and misorientation angle of grain boundary12–14, have
been found to improve the fracture resistance of graphene. Turning those ideas into reality, however, has met signi�cant
challenges: atomic structures of 2D materials are di�cult to be manipulated through mechanical exfoliation15,16, chemical
vapor deposition (CVD)17–21, or other well-known technologies22,23.

Recent success in synthesizing 2D free-standing monolayer amorphous carbon (MAC) at centimeter-scale24 is a big stride
toward topological defect engineering for 2D carbon. In contrast to the hexagonal lattice of graphene, MAC is a pure carbon
structure with random crystalline islands surrounded by �ve-, six-, seven- and eight-member rings. Such single-layered carbon
material with disordered lattice exhibits thermal stability at high temerpatures25 and resistivity comparable to that of multiwall
carbon nanotubes26. Furthermore, extremely high strength on the order of several gigapascals and large plastic-like strain can
be achieved in layered 3D MAC composites27. In what follows, we report a novel fracture-toughening mechanism in MAC
through the formation of three-dimensional con�gurations during the relaxation of its disordered lattice. The lattice disorder
results in nanoscale ripples and subsequent fracture toughening, a strategy which may be applicable to many two-
dimensional materials.

Results
The fracture behaviors of a pre-cracked sheet of MAC are explored using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with well-
calibrated potential (see Method - MD simulations for details). We �rst modelled crack propagation in a sample whose in-
plane dimensions are 170 nm long by 150 nm wide where a central crack 20 nm long in the y direction is prepared. The stress-
strain response of the cracked MAC at different temperatures is shown in Fig. 1a. Corresponding movies on crack dynamics
are shown in Supplementary Movies (SM) 1 and 2. A nonlinear elastic response of MAC under tension is observed. The failure
strength of pre-cracked samples, of both MAC and graphene, decreases linearly with the increase of temperature, as illustrated
in Fig. 1b. The results for graphene are in agreement with previous investigations10,28,29. The snapshots of surface
morphologies of the MAC sample deformed at 1 K and at strains of 0%, 5%, 15%, and 22%, are shown in Fig. 1c to f,
respectively. The nonlinear stress-strain response of the pre-cracked MACs (Fig. 1a) originates from the geometrical
recon�guration. In free-standing mode, a disordered lattice under stress could reduce its energy through the formation of out-
of-plane ripples, as seen in Fig. 1c. Flattening in ripples then serves as an ancillary mechanism of elastic deformation. The
initial sharp crack, rather than extending under stress concentration, deforms with evident crack-blunting and becomes nearly
circular prior to rupture (Fig. 1f).
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Rippling accommodated crack-blunting is further explored in MAC samples of different initial crack-sizes. Figure 2 shows the
mechanical responses of MAC and graphene samples containing distinct central cracks. We show in Figs. 2a and b the stress-
strain curves of MAC and graphene at 1 K and 300 K. MAC samples with crack lengths from 3 nm to 50 nm all exhibit
nonlinear stress-strain response at low strains and ductile-like failure at 1 K.

For both materials, their failure strength and failure strain decrease with increasing crack length, as demonstrated in Fig. 2c
and d. Counterintuitively, the failure strength of pre-cracked MAC is greater than that of pre-cracked graphene at all crack
lengths explored here, with an average difference up to 15 GPa at 1 K. Crack size has a much stronger in�uence on failure
strength for pre-cracked MAC at 300 K. We can see from Fig. 2d that the failure strain of both materials follows a power-law
with respect to the initial crack size. Besides, the failure strain of pre-cracked MAC is far greater than that of pre-cracked
graphene.

A close comparison between the deformation patterns of MAC and graphene can help us understand the mechanisms that
underlie their differences in strength and failure strain. We show in Fig. 3 the atomic stress contours of pre-cracked MAC with
an initial crack of 3 nm (Figs. 3a, 3e), 20 nm (Figs. 3b, 3f), 40 nm (Figs. 3c, 3g) and pre-cracked graphene with an initial crack
length of 20 nm (Figs. 3d, 3h), where we show in the top row (Figs. 3a-d) the status at half of the critical strain (the onset for
crack propagation), and Figs. 3e-h at the bottom row are stress contour snapshots right before crack-extension. When the
applied tensile strain is small, diffusive and homogeneous stress distribution is observed in pre-cracked MAC samples, in
contrast to highly concentrated stress in the vicinity of the crack tip in graphene (see Fig. 3d). SM-3 and SM-4 show the stress
distribution of a pre-cracked MAC and a pre-cracked graphene with an initial crack length of 6 nm during stretching. Due to the
populous ‘defects’ in the disordered MAC, stress concentration at the crack tip is vastly alleviated (Fig. 3e) and the material
becomes �aw-tolerant, in sharp contrast with its crystalline counterpart (see Fig. 3h). Ripples in MAC lead to enhanced
ductility: the pre-cracked MAC exhibits a failure strain (before crack propagation) of 0.2, signi�cantly greater than that of 0.08
in the pre-cracked graphene.

The physical limit of the Gri�th criterion, i.e., when it fails to predict the fracture strength of materials with small nano-sized
cracks, was found to be 10 nm in graphene, under which the Gri�th strength is overestimated30. According to the Gri�th
criterion, the fracture stress  for a stripe with a central crack of length  is given as31,32

1
,

where  is the Young’s modulus,  the apparent fracture resistance of the crack plane, and  is a geometrical factor in
the form of

 , and , (2)

where  is the width of the stripe. For brittle materials,  corresponds to the surface energy of a 3D solids or edge energy of
a 2D material. We show in Fig. 4 the failure strength and work-to-fracture of pre-cracked MAC and graphene samples, where 
ranges from 0 to 0.3 for  explored here. The blue and red dashed lines in Fig. 4a come from theoretical predictions using
Eq. (1), and the circular and square symbols stand for data from MD simulations. The magenta dashed line and triangular
symbols are the maximum nominal strength (in the minimum cross-section) of the strip, , where 

 GPa is the strength of non-cracked MAC at 1 K. We can see that the blue and magenta dashed lines intersect at 
, corresponding to a crack length of 12 nm. For MAC samples with initial crack shorter than this length, the Gri�th

criterion no longer holds and the failure strength is governed by . This insensitivity to preexisting cracks demonstrates
apparent �aw-tolerance33 in MAC. In addition to the enhanced failure strength of MAC, its work-to-fracture is also much
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greater than that of graphene (see Fig. 4b). The readers may refer to Table 1 for simulation details. Fracture toughness is
related to the critical strain energy release rate through , where  is the critical stress
intensity factor for fracture. In contrast to the case of graphene, we see from Table 1 dramatically greater  of MAC. Its 
at 1 K is higher than that at 300 K because of the ductile-like fracture at 1 K, as also shown in SM-1 and SM-2.

Table 1

Modelling details including crack size, critical fracture stress  and energy release rate  of MAC and graphene with a pre-

crack of length . Note greater value of  for MAC.

Crack Graphene 1 K Graphene 300 K MAC 1 K MAC 300 K

(nm) (GPa)
(MPa

(GPa)
(MPa

(GPa)
(MPa

(GPa)
(MPa

3 58.78 2.28 62.75 2.43 94.61 3.66 86.40 3.35

6 54.26 2.97 51.00 2.80 76.48 4.19 63.41 3.48

12 44.28 3.44 39.83 3.10 66.74 5.18 55.18 4.29

20 36.08 3.64 33.08 3.34 56.77 5.72 50.38 5.08

30 26.03 3.26 26.42 3.31 50.79 6.33 28.26 3.52

40 18.92 2.79 24.87 3.67 44.63 6.52 30.13 4.40

50 9.65 1.65 11.30 1.91 41.98 6.99 25.54 4.25

(J/m2)

25.72 27.09 207.69 112.12

Due to the typical nonlinear behavior of pre-cracked MAC during stretching (see Fig. 1a and Fig. 2a), we adopt the domain J-
integral method34,35 to quantify the fracture resistance of cracked MAC samples. We show in Fig. 5a the de�ned domain and
related parameters for the integration (see Methods - Domain J-integral at the atomic scale).

The domain J-integral from more than ten integral domains with different  and  are illustrated in Fig. 5b. For the sake of
clarity, we choose  and  between 0.15 and 0.45 of the crack length. The average J-integral of MAC is  at
1 K and  at 300 K, while that of graphene is  at 1 K and  at 300 K. It can
be observed that the J-integral of pre-cracked MAC at both 1 K and 300 K is approximate six times those of pre-cracked
graphene, and the J-integral of pre-cracked MAC at 1 K is slightly higher than that at 300 K, which are consistent with the
energy release rate  shown in Table 1. The domain J-integral applied to analyze the fracture properties of atomically thin
MAC and graphene seems much better than the contour-based J-integral, given the discrete nature of MD simulations for
these materials.

Discussion
The substantially enhanced resistance to fracture in MAC in comparing against graphene can be attributed to its populous
defects near a crack tip, which leads to crack-trapping and mitigation of local stress concentration. In this sense, the atomic
defects related to lattice disorder in MAC, often regarded as Achilles heels in stressed materials, offer a unique feature rarely
seen in bulk materials. Defect-borne stresses in free-standing monolayers give rise to three-dimensional nanoscale
ripples7,36−38, which contribute to better deformability and can be generalized to other thin structures. To verify this conjecture,

Gc = K2
c /E Kc = F (φ) ∙ σc√πa0
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we intentionally generate monolayer graphene with out-of-plane domes characterized by an amplitude  and a periodic space 
. In Fig. 6a, we show a graphene with repeated domes. For detailed simulation data, please refer to Table 2. We then cut a 3

nm edge-crack in the samples. Figures 6d to f describe the stress evolution in the pre-cracked graphene with domes, where
ultralow stress concentration at the crack tip is realized. Figures. 6h and i are surface morphologies corresponding to Figs. 6d
and f, respectively. All samples have a failure strength up to ~ 50 GPa and a failure strain far greater than that of �at
graphene, as seen in Fig. 6g. Under stretching, the distributed ripples (domes) are gradually �attened (see Figs. 6h to i), giving
rise to large plastic-like deformation without crack propagation, a behavior not possible in the case of a �at graphene (Fig. 6b
to c). The dynamic process of crack propagation in these two structures are shown in SM-5 and SM-6. The toughness of
sinusoidally domed graphene increases with increasing wavelength, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2

Simulation data of wavelength-amplitude ratio , critical fracture

stress  and energy release rate  for

sinusoidally domed graphene with a single-edged pre-crack of length 
.

 (GPa)  (MPa  (GPa)  (J/m2

5.4 48.81 2.67 488 59.80

6.4 50.20 2.75 427 72.29

7.7 49.98 2.74 364 84.06

9.0 52.67 2.88 395 86.02

 (�at) 50.84 2.78 1000 31.66

The monolayer graphene with out-of-plane domes serves as a demonstration of the generality of the underlying nano-ripple
mechanism to enhance fracture toughness in 2D materials. Practically, to scale up the process while retaining the ultra-high
�exibility of 2D materials, one may introduce disturbances to the conventional routines for 2D material synthesis, e.g., laser
assistance chemical vapor deposition to make centimeter-scale MAC24. It is worth noting that disordered lattice is not
necessary for an entire sheet, rather it can be selectively introduced near vulnerable regions – edges, corners, connecting
junctions, and sites of potential stress concentration to enhance the mechanical reliability of a structure or device.
Alternatively, one may consider preparing single layer 2D materials by doping embedded domains of high fracture toughness
through lattice mixture39,40, or through supplanting carbon patches with regions of distinct elements41-43, in resemblance to
patterns seen in a pepperoni pizza. Such strategies, while extremely challenging, are under development. 

To conclude, inspired by the outstanding properties of MAC27, we demonstrate that pre-cracked MAC exhibits anomalous
ductile fracture. Furthermore, the nominal strength of pre-cracked MACs is relatively insensitive to crack length, indicating that
they are more �aw-tolerant44-47. It is worth noting that the failure strength and failure strain of pre-cracked MAC are much
higher than that of pre-cracked graphene at any crack length, which can be attributed to more uniform stress distribution and
therefore lower level stress concentration in pre-cracked MAC under stretching. In addition, crack shielding as a result of
rippling leads to crack trapping and the enhancement of resistance to fracture in pre-cracked MAC. Such geometrical features
may be employed and be generalized to enhance fracture resistance of other 2D materials and thin sheets.

Methods

MD simulations

h

λ

λ/h

σc Gc = (1.14σc√πa0)
2
/E

a0 = 3nm

λ/h σc σc√a0 √m) E Gc )
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For samples with an initial central crack, their in-plane dimensions are about 170 nm long by 150 nm wide. The MD package
LAMMPS48 (large-scale atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator) is adopted for modelling. All simulations are
performed under the NPT ensemble for structure relaxation and NVT ensemble during stretching. Periodic boundary condition
is applied along the horizontal and vertical directions, and out-of-plane deformation is set free. For all simulations, the
Adaptive Intermolecular Reactive Empirical Bond Order (AIREBO) Potential for carbon and a constant time step of 1
femtosecond are used. The cutoff distance is set to 1.92 Å, as suggested by previous studies38,49,50. All samples are strained
at a strain rate .

For samples with an initial edge crack, the in-plane dimensions are 77 nm by 103 nm. The NPT ensemble and periodic
boundary condition are applied during structure relaxation. Tension is achieved by applying a constant velocity 0.5 Å/ps to a
group of boundary atoms along y direction. During stretching, the NVT and NVE ensembles are applied to the mobile and �xed
atom groups, respectively.
Domain J-integral at the atomic scale

One of the equivalent forms of the J-integral is a closed contour integral of the strain energy density and work done by
tractions on the contour51

3
,

where  is the strain energy density,  and  are the stress and displacement components respectively,  is the unit
outward normal to the contour. The subscript ‘1’ in the above equation denotes the direction parallel to the crack, which is
along the direction, as seen in Fig. 5a, where the integral path  and related parameters are also identi�ed. Since the
atomic model is a discrete system, contour integration cannot be performed. Therefore, an equivalent domain J-integral
method is adopted here. The contour J-integral in Eq. (3) is now written in equivalence with the domain J-integral in the blue
region in Fig. 5a, which is written in the form of 34,35

4
.

Where  is a smooth function in domain , which equals to 1 on  and vanishes on . It has been demonstrated that  is
insensitive to the format of -functions. For simplicity and without loss of accuracy, we adopt a linear variation of  with :

We may rewrite Eq. (4)—after coordinate transformation—as follows

6
.

We use an algorithm similar to �nite element method to calculate the domain J-integral of a discrete MD sample.
Quadrilateral isoperimetric elements with four nodes are used for numerical integration. Eq. (6) in discretized form is given as

109s−1

J = ∫
Γ

(WSδ1j − σij )njdΓ
∂ui

∂x1

WS σij ui nj

y− Γ
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A
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q A Γ C1 J

q q r

q = (r2 − r)/(r2 − r1). (5)
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7
,

where  is the total number of elements in the domain, and  the strain energy density, which is obtained by counting
the potential energy difference before and after deformation:

 , . (8)

Here  is the number of atoms in the element ,  and  are the potential energy of the atom  before and
after deformation, respectively,  is the volume of element  and  is the thickness of MAC and graphene.
The element area  is given as

9
.

Stresses of the element  are the volumetric average among atoms in the element, , where 

 is the  stress component of atom  at current step.

We calculate the derivatives , and  using a two-dimensional Gaussian integral with two integration points in

each direction. The average atomic displacements within the radius  are taken as the nodal displacements , , =1,…4.
For  nm, there are about 20 atoms associated with a node. The strains and  at the Gauss integration points 

 are then calculated as
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,

and the shape function is given as . Mapping between an element natural coordinate and the

global Cartesian coordinate is

 , , (11)

where  and  are the coordinates of the element nodes in the global coordinate system, and  for quadrilateral
isoperimetric elements. Therefore, we have

where  and  are the weights at the Gaussian integration points,  here. By the end, we obtain the domain J-
integral by substituting Eqs. (8) and (14) into Eq. (7).
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Figure 1

Temperature-dependent mechanical behavior of a pre-cracked sheet of MAC. (a) Uniaxial tensile stress-strain curves of the
pre-cracked MAC with a central crack of length nm. (b) Failure strength as a function of temperature in the pre-cracked MAC
and graphene (Error bar comes from three independent samples). (c) to (f) Snapshots of the deformed sample at different
strains keyed in (a):  (c) ε = 0, (d) ε = 0.05, (e) ε = 0.15, and (f) ε = 0.22.
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Figure 2

Crack-size dependent failure in MAC and graphene. Stress-strain curves of pre-cracked (a) MAC and (b) graphene under
tension at 1 K (left) and 300 K (right). (c) Failure strength and (d) failure strain as functions of crack length  (Error bar:
standard deviation of three MAC samples).
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Figure 3

Flaw-tolerance of pre-cracked MAC. (a) to (c) Stress contours at halfway of critical strain for the onset of crack propagation in
the pre-cracked MAC, with initial crack length of 2α0 = 3 nm, 20 nm, and 40 nm, respectively. (d) Selected reference case of a
pre-cracked graphene (initial crack length 2α0 = 20 nm). (e) to (h) Stress contours of pre-cracked samples at the onset of crack
propagation, corresponding to those of (a) to (d), respectively.

Figure 4
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Gri�th fracture in MAC and its �aw-tolerance. (a) The failure strength and (b) work-to-fracture as a function of the ratio of
crack length to sample width φ. Symbols are data from MD simulations; dash-dotted lines in (a) are Gri�th predictions from
Eqn. (1), and the dotted line is �tted with σth = S(1 - φ). Lines in (b) are �tted for better view. For comparison, the failure

strength of pre-cracked graphene from a previous work30 is also included.

Figure 5

Domain J-integral for pre-cracked MAC. (a) Selected region for domain J-integral and related parameters. (b) The J-integral of
pre-cracked MAC (blue lines) and graphene (red lines). To examine the convergence of the domain J-integral, we used a
variety of integration domains: by �xing the inner radius r1 = 0.3a0 while varying r2 (solid symbols); alternatively, r1 is allowed
to vary while r2 = 0.9a0 (empty symbols).
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Figure 6

Crack-trapping in domed graphene with an edge-crack . (a) Schematic of a repeating unit of domed structures. (b) to (c) Stress
contours of �at graphene at different strains keyed in (g): (b) ε=0.05 and (c) ε=0.07. (d) to (f) Stress contours of sinusoidally
domed graphene at different strains keyed in (g): (d) ε=0.05, (e) ε=0.14, and (f) ε=0.23. (h) and (i) Corresponding surface
morphologies of (d) and (f), respectively.
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